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Law enforcement officers of other 
than Federal jurisdiction who are 
interested in any legal issue discussed 
in this article should consult their legal 
adviser. Some police procedures ruled 
permissible under Federal 
constitutional law are of questionable 
legality under State law or are not 
permitted at all. 

By LARRY E. RISSLER 
Special Agent 
Legal Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington D.C. 

In 1967, the U.S. Supreme Court 
decided three cases dealing with po
lice lineups. 1 In one of these, United 
States v. Wade, the Court discussed at 
length the dangers inherent in eyewit
ness identification and concluded: 

"The: influence of improper sug
gestion upon identifying witnesses 
probably accounts for more mis
carriages of justice than any other 
single factor-perhaps it is re
sponsible for more such errors 
than all other factors combined." 2 

The "miscarriage of justice" re-
ferred to by the Court is the mistaken 
identification that can result if a pretrial 
identification procedure is conducted in 
a suggestive manner. Because the 
subsequent conviction may rest on an 
in-court identification, which is the 
product of the suggestive pretrial iden
tification, a suspect appearing in the 
lineup is exposed to a "grave potential 
for prejudice." J The Court noted that 
the presence of counsel could help 
avoid the prejudice of a mistaken iden
tification by preventing unfairness at 
the lineup itself and allowing the de-

fendant to reconstruct the lineup at 
trial through cross-examination of the 
lineup witnesses. It then went on to 
hold that a postindictment lineup is a 
critical stage of the prosecution at 
which the suspect is entitled to the 
assistance of counsel. 4 

The Court's "constitutionalization" 
of pretrial lineups carried with it all 
exclusionary sanction. A lineup held in 
violation of a defendant's sixth amend
ment right to counsel will result in 
suppression of any testimony about 
the lineup identification. It will also 
result in suppression of any in-court 
identification by the lineup witness, un
less the government can establish by 
clear and convincing evidence that the 
in-court identification is based on the 
witness' recollection of seeing the de
fendant's features at the crime scene 
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HOnce the lineup actually begins, 
the lawyer should function 
merely as an observer .... " 

and not from his recollection of the 
defendant at U1(3 tainted lineup. 
Boc<lu&e of the seriousness of this 
sanclion, officers conducting lineups 
should be aware of those situations 
that frequonUy msult in claims of a 
sixth amondment violation. 

It is cloar from the Wade decision, 
and from casos decided subsequent to 
that opill;on, that the fight to cOUf1Seli~l 
a pretrial lineup can be violated in or'\\;;' 
of two ways. first, and mosl obvious, is 
tho situation in which an attornoy is not 
present at the lineup and the defend
ant has not executed a voluntary waiv
er of his right to counsel. Less obvious, 
but possibly of more potential concern 
to orfic(~rs conducting pretrial lineups, 
is the situation in which it is contended 
that "the attorney's role during the 
lineup was so severely restl'icted by 
the govGrnment that the attorney 
could not effectively carry out the pur· 
pose for Which . . . [the Wade deci· 
sion] .,. require[s} an attorney's 
presence." 5 

The purpose of this article is two
fold: (1) To identify the proper role of a 
defens~! attorney attending a pretrial 
lineup, and (2) to discuss steps lineup 
officers can take to accommodate that 
role and thus avoid subsequent claims 
that the defendant was denied the ef
fective assistance of counsel at his 
lineup. 

Reasons for Pre~ence 

The role of the lineup lawyer prob
ably can best be ascertained by 
examining the very reasons for his 
prer.ence. As stated earlier, the pur
poses of having defense counsel at 
lineups are to minimize the likelihood 
of miSidentifications by eliminating or 
reducing suggest.iveness and enable 
c,;>u'lsel to malre irformed cha.llenges 
to subsequent identification testimony 
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through motions to suppress and 
cross-examination of lineup wi1nesses. 

With these purposes in mind, the 
limits of the lawyer' . ., activities can be 
established by answering the following 
questions, one or more of which are 
common to most police lineups: 

'J) In the event thE! suspect's law· 
yer ooes not appear, under what 
circumstance:; may the lineup pro
ceed without him? 
2) Should the; lineup officer solicit 
or ar;:cept suggestions offered by 
the defense attorney regard'ng the 
composition or conduct of the 
lineup? 
3) What partiCipation Sl10uld the 
defense attorney be allowed once 
the lineup has begun? 
4) Should the defense counsel be 
present at the moment of the iden
tification attempt or be allowed to 
attend the postlineup interview of 
the witnesses? 

Failure To Attend Lineup 

One problem that can develop 
even before the lineup begins is the 
failure of the defense counsel to ap
pear. It may be that the lawyer was not 
notified of the lineup, or if notified, 
prevented from attending by other 
commitments or unforeseen circum· 
stances. To the officer running the 
lineup, this is a major cG.use for con
cern. Delaying or rescheduling the line
up may bEl costly, lime-consuming, .or 
inconvenient and may result in G\ less
reliable identification. But may the 
lineup be conducted in the absence of 
the defense attorney? Several possi
bilities exist. 

r:tlst, the defendant may be willing 
to waive his right to counseL This ap
pears to be a common solution to the 
problem and was contemplated by the 
Wade decision itself. ". . counsel's 
presence should have been a requisite 
to cOflduc;t the lineup, ubsent an 'intelli
gent waiver'." G 

If the suspect is unwilling to 
execute a waiver of counsel, consider
ation should be given to obtainin1 a 
substitute attorney. Although the ques
tion of whether substitute counsel 
would suffice was left open in Wade, 
the lower courts generally have ap
proved the practice. 7 Logical sources 
of substituta counsel would appear to 
be lne public defender's ottice, a. leg'-'I 
aid bureau, or possibly a court-appoint
ed lawyer. 

In the event the suspect refuses to 
waive counsel, substitute counsel is 
impossible or impracticable, and it is 
absolutely imperative to conduct the 
lineup immediately. consideration 
might be given to conducting a "photo 
lineup." A "dry" lineup (a lineup which 
is not attended or viewed by the wit
nesses) is conducted. The suspect and 
the elimination participants are assem
bled in tne lineup room, while tile 
witnesses are sequestered in a remote 
location. The lineup array is th"'l1 video 
taped or photographed and the 
pictures shown to the sequestered wit
nesses. Because there is no constitu
tional right to have counsel present 
when a suspect's photograph is shown 
to witnesses for identification,8 the 
sixth amendment is not implicated. It 
should be observed, however, that this 
procedure is somewhat extraordinary 
and has, at this time, received limited 
judicial approval. 9 It is recommended 
that officers consult with their prosecu
tor or legal adviser before resorting to 
its use. 
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"Presence of counsel is required to minkni:ee the lil{elHl0od 
of misidenti'iications and enable counsel to inte!Hgently 
challenge subsequent identHication testirnony." 

One other solution appears availa
ble in those infrequent situations when 
tho suspect is not indigent and has the 
means to hire his own lawyer, but has 
failed to do so. 

In United States v. Clark,lO the 
defendant was arrested on bank rob
bery charges and appeari;!d before a 
U.S. magistrate who determined he 
was not indigent and thuG not entitled 
to court-appointed coum1el. A lineup 
was arranged for the purpose of exhib
iting Clark to the robbery witnesses, 
but it was postponed as Clark had not 
retained the services of an attorney. 
The lineup was rescheduled and sub
sequently held, although the defendant 
still had not hired a lawyer and did not 
execute a waiver. He was identified 
and later convicted. On appeal he con
tended that he was denied his right to 
counsel at the pretrial lineup. 

The court of appeals rejected his 
contention, pointing out that Clark was 
financially able to retain counsel and 
was given a reasonable time to secure 
one. "In these circumstances, his fail
ure to retain counsel was properly 
treated by the court as a waiver of his 
right to counseL" 11 

rt is emphasized that the steps 
taken by the officers in the Clark case 
appear to have application only to 
those situations in which the lineup 
suspect is not indigent and has been 
instructed to make arrangements for 
hiring his own attorney, but has failed 
to do so even though he has been 
given ample opportunity and has been 
placed on notice regarding the impend
ing lineup. If a retained or appointed 
lawyer does not appear, through no 
fault of the accused, a lineup would 
most likely be ruled in viulation of the 
suspect's right to counsel (absent a 
waiver or substitute attorney), 

Lawyer's Suggestions 

Once the lineup is about to begin, 
should the defense counsel be p-xmit
ted to make suggestions regarding the 
composition or conduct of the lineup? 
Or should his role be limited to that of a 
pansive obSSNcr? 

Language in the Wade opinion 
states that ", .. tho presence of 
counsel itself can often avert preju
dice .... " 1'~ It was not immediately 
clear whether this passage meant that 
the mere presence of the defendant's 
lawYE)r at the lineup would deter the 
police from employing suggestive tac
tics, or whether the counsel was to be 
given an active role in setting up and 
running the lineup. If! 1973, the Court 
itself appeared to state a preference 
for the former when it summarized the 
Wade holding as follows: 

"The COurt held, therefore, that 
counsel was required at a lineup, 
primaiHy as an observer, to ensure 
that defense counsel could effec
tively confront the prosecution's 
evidence at trial. Attuned to the 
possibilities of suggestive influ
ences, a lawyer could see any 
unfairness at a lineup, question 
the witnesses about it at trial, and 
effectively reconstruct what had 
gone on for the benefit of the jury 
or trial judge." 13 

Four years later, however, in 
Maaro v. /IIinais, 14 the Court strongly 
suggested that the attorney's role was 
not limited to that of a mere observer. 

"If all accust,d's counsd is pw~· 
ent at tho protrial identification, h\.1 
can sorve both his client':; and the 
prosocution's interests by Objl}ct· 
iog to suggf:lstive foatufGs of a 
procedure befor8 they influence a 
witness' identification." 15 

One can eaGily sen how the "cli· 
ent's int~rests" can bi1 served by al
lowing the defense attornoy to 
participate in the arrangements for thu 
Iineup--misic1cntifications resulting 
from suggestive confrontation::'> could 
be avoided. But to what "prOst?clItion 
interest" was tho Court referring? 
An obvious one, "preventing the infil
tration of taint in the prosecution's 
identification evidence" was men
tioned in the Wade opinion. III Two 
others have been suggested by the 
lower courts. 

First, it is likely the government will 
be required to respond to fewer 
motions to suppress identification testi
mony if the defendant's attorney has 
been allowed a role in staging the line
up. Having been afforded the chance 
to suggest lineup procedures, he may 
be less likely to object later to identifi
cations made at the lineup. This seems 
especially true if his recommendations 
were adopted. As stated in United 
States v .. Cley, 17 " ••• suggestions of 
defense counsel may be followed and 
lineup contests averted." l~ 

Second, even if a motion to sup
press is made, judges may be reluctant 
to suppress eyewitness identification 
testimony because of an allegedly sug
gestive lineup, if the defense attorney 
had been given the opportunity to take 
part in the actual preparation of the 
lineup. As noted by the Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit: 
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tI • •• the prosecution is not constitutionally required 
to furnish the defense names and addresses 
of witnesses attending the lineup." 

", . . it might well be lhat, absent 
plain error or circumstances un· 
known to counsar at the time of 
the lineup, no challenges to the 
physical slaging of the lineup 
could successfully be raised be
yond objections raised at the time 
of the lineup." 19 

Because both the dufense and 
pronecution can benefit if the 
accused's lawyer is allowed to offer 
suggestions about lineup composition 
and procedure, it appears reasonable 
to provide for it in departmental lineup 
policy. Further, it is advisable from a 
prosecutive standpoint to accept those 
recommendations that are reasonable. 
(Clearly. unreasonable recommencia
tions Should bo rejected.) All sugges
tions offered by the defense attorney, 
whether or not adopted, should be 
noled by the lineup officer and made a 
part of the written record doscribing 
the lineup. 

Participation During Lineup 

Once the lineup actually begins, 
the lawyer should function merely as 
an observer and should not be permit
ted to converse with any of the lineup 
participants or witnesses. Any attempts 
by the attorney to disrupt the lineup 
should be noted by the lineup officer 
on his writlen report of the proceed
ings. 

Presence at Moment of 
Identification 

Another situation frequently result
ing in litigation is the question of 
Whether the defense attorney should 
be allowed 10 be present at the mo-
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ment the lineup wllness is asked 10 
make an identification. The answer de
pends, in part, on whether the identifi
cation attempt lar..€s place during the 
physical (;onfrontation between the wit
nesses and the suspect or later in a 
postiinElup interview. Although "it may 
be good procedure to idtmtily the ac
cused at the lineup" 20 itself, the com
mon practice is for the identification 
attempt to take place after the lineup 
has ended and the witnesses have 
been removed to an interview room. 

Ciearly, the def(:mse attorney 
should be present if the identification 
attempt takes place in the lineup room, 
while the suspect is stili within view of 
the witness. But what if the identifica
tion occurs later. after the confronta
tion is terminated? This iSSUE: has not 
been addressed squarely by the Su
preme Court. But with few exceptions, 
"[v)irtuaHy all the [lower) courts which 
have had occasion \0 consider this 
problem have refused to extend ... 
[the right to counseC ... beyond the 
actUl:~1 confrontation between the ac
cus(~d and the witnesses to a crime." 21 

The rationale for allowing the at
torney at the lineup confrontation, but 
denying him access to the postlineup 
interview, rests on the view that a sub
stantial potential for misidentification 
exists during the actual time "the ac
cused is exhibited to identifying wit
nesses." 22 This is because of the 
suggestive manner in which the lineup 
might be conducted. Due to nervous 
tension or inexperience, the accused is 
unlikely to be able to correct the sug
gestiveness at the time or reconstruct 
it later at trial without the assistance of 
counsel. 

Conversely, even though the pros
ecution may improperly assist the eye
witness in the postlineup interview, the 
potential for prejudice is not as great 
as at the lineup itself. The defense 

,\ 

attorney can easily reconstruct the cir
cumstances of the interview by skillful 
cross-examination of those present. 
"To hold otherwise is to require the 
presence of counsel whenever a wit· 
ness who will testify about the identity 
of the accused is interrogated by the 
police." 23 

It should be noted, however, that 
some courts which have held that de
fense counsel need no! be present at 
the pos;lineup identification have 
based their decisions. in part, on the 
fact that the witness was made availa
ble to deiense counsel for interview 
immediately after the lineup, or later, 
before trial began.24 And ano court has 
held that if defense counsel is denied 
access to an identification witness, a 
verbatim recording (video tape or tape 
recording) of the postlineup interview 
should be made and furnished to the 
defense attorney in time for a pretlial 
suppression hearing. 25 Although this 
practice may be commendable, the 
majority view appears to be that the 
prosecution is not constitutionally re
quired to furnish the defense names 
and addresses of witnesses attending 
the lineup. 26 



Conclusion 
A lineup held after the initiation of 

adversary judicial proceedings is a criti
cal stage of the prosecution entitling 
the defendant to the assistance of 
counsel. Presence of counsel is re
quired to minimize the likelihood of 
misidentifications and enable counsel 
to intelligently chall.::nge subsequent 
identification testimony. If defense 
counsel is denied his proper role at the 
lineup, a violation of the suspect's right 
to counsel onsues, which can result in 
suppression of eyewitness testimony. 

In the event the defendant's coun
sel fails to appear for the lineup, offi
cers should attempt to secure a waiver 
of counsel from the accused or locate 
a substitute lawyer. If the suspect re
fuses to waiva and substi~ute counsel 
is unavailable, a "photo lineup" is a 
possibility. 

The lineup attorney should be al
lowed to make suggestions regarding 
the composition and conduct of the 
lineup, prior to its commencement. 
After the lineup has begun, however, 
he should function only as an observer 
and should not be allowed to converse 
with lineup participants or witnesses or 
disrupt the lineup. 

It is advisable for the witnesses to 
make the identification attempt during 
the actual confrontation, when the de
fense counsel is present. However, if 
the attempt at identification takes 
place later in a postlineup interview, 
the defense attorney may be excluded. 
The prosecution is under no constitu
tional duty to furnish to the defense the 
names and addresses of lineup wit
nesses. FBI 

----~------~--~"~~----------~------------
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